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EL Race Descendants of the Ancient Builder Races

The EL's are a 12D and upper dimension (Builder/Creator) race
who inhabit the unknown space universe. They have light
bodies and can change body forms, they can have both a
corporeal body and a non-corporeal body. This race has the
ability to change their appearance to whatever they want to
look like, and they are shape shifters. Their third eye is
psychically developed so they have many telepathic and psychic
abilities, as well they can manifest anything at will with their
thoughts as the mind is connected to the heart center, allowing
to create or make anything as a possibility. The EL's have
surpassed time and space and have ascended to the highest
dimensions possible so they no longer need physical bodies and
often exist as pure energy. This race is twelve feet to fourty
feet tall in height, they have both male and female
genders. Once the EL race colonized a planet they created great
libraries that were housed in deep underground empires of
enormous cities. In the libraries tiny crystal records contain the
history of the Universe from the EL's vast travels, and this
information is enclosed in a magnetic field, which at times,
finds an affinity with some sensitive person living on the Earth
today.

The EL's were one of the very first races to have once lived on
ancient Earth a long time ago from about 250,000 - 300,000
years in the past and they left remnants of their advanced
technology on the planet. Back in the ancient times the EL's
were called giants because of their tall stature compared to
humans who were at that time about 7 feet tall. The EL's
created various colonies on Earth and they knew how to make
stasis chambers so some of the giant guardians remained
behind on the planet in cryo-sleep to wake up thousands of
years later when Wave X energies come to the planet which is
happening now, so these giants might awaken at some point to
witness the evolutionary process currently happening on the
planet.
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Akashen EL Universe Starship

The Akashen is an exploration vessel that comes
13,000 years from the future in the EL universe.
This ship can open up time dilation portals with
its spinning matrix vortex drives which are
located at the back of the ship. The Akashen has
20 sections on the ship, with living spaces,
research labs, two engine rooms, parks, libraries,
etc. This ship is half the size of Earth so it is very
large.

The crew compliment of the Akashen is 2000 +
members and it is a combination of the EL’s,
Pleiadian’s, Andromedans, some Arcturian
hybrids, and also some Lyran species. As well
there are a few Sirian crew members. The
Akashen is here to help with maintaining the
positive timelines so the Milky Way Galaxy
receives its incoming electromagnetic waves
which are helping with human rapid evolution,
and that Earth experiences its ascension process.
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Akashen Time Gateway Corridors

The Akashen has time gateway corridors that allow
people to view various different timelines as well
as seeing what is going on in different galaxies.

These time gateway corridors can accelerate time
so what seems like two hours of Earth time is
actually two month’s time on the Akashen.

When one of the walls of the corridor is touched
then the wall opens up holographically to become
a medium sized window and the viewer can see
what is happening outside of the ship. There are
views of space and the viewer can see the various
types of planets or galaxies that the Akashen is
passing by when the ship is traveling through space
at slower warp speeds.
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Akashen Ship Architecture

This building is an example of
being similar in its design structure
of how the Akakshen has tall and
spiraling hallways, curving ceilings,
and rising archways.

The Akashen has blue lighting
throughout the ship that creates a
calming and soothing atmosphere.

The energetic levels on the ship are
that of the eighth dimension and
higher as the ship has bio-living
components that it was built from.

The operations on the ship are
done telepathically and are based
on holographic technology.
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Interior of the Akashen Ship

The interior of the Akashen has
designated locations for park type
gardens as well as hydroponics and
aquaponics gardens where organic

foods are grown.

All the locations on the ship have
bio-living lighting which creates day
light which looks and feels natural.

The Akashen is designed for long
distance travel for a couple of
thousand years. There are cryo-genic
sleeping pods where the crew is in
stasis when the ship is traveling for
long periods of time in space. Even
when in stasis the Akashen crew is
psychically aware of what is going on
in the ship and in the areas of space
where they are traveling towards.
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Akashen Doorways and Platforms

The Akashen has doorways and platforms
on the ship with elaborately decorated
ancient sacred geometry symbols which
regulate the flow of fluidic space time on
the ship.

The crew on the Akashen is part of the
Ancient Builder Races that had colonized
Earth billions of years ago. Some of the
Akashen crew are two thousand years old
and range in height up to thirty feet tall.
The EL crew are the ones that are
descended from the Ancient Builder
Races. They have light pale blue skin or
silver skin tones.
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Anishen EL Universe Starship

The Anishen can create neutron and proton
particle proto blasts from its bio feedback
emitters. This creates new universes out in space.

The EL’s were one of the seed races that created
the big bang blast which formed the known
universe where the Milky Way Galaxy was made.

All the neutron and proton blasts have bio-living
matter in them which create the beginning blocks
of living matter for human life to form. Seeding
the human building blocks of life in different
universes is part of what the EL races used to do.

The Anishen is half the size of what the Akashen
ship is and the Anishen helps to retrieve star seed
souls which are incarnated extraterrestrial
humans on Earth who are from other planets.
When the time comes these extraterrestrial souls
get to go home once they have completed their
mission(s) on Earth.
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Shuttle Craft from Akashen & Anishen Ships

This is what a large shuttle craft looks like that are housed on the
Akashen and Anishen for short term space exploration
expeditions when the ships are orbiting around newly explored
planets or traveling near unknown galaxies.

The shuttle craft have solarized weapons for defense purposes
and impenetrable shielding, so weapons are almost never used
when the shuttles are doing research out in space.

All of the shuttles that come from the EL starships have distinct
sacred geometry symbols on them and that is how they are
distinguished as EL craft traveling out in space.

Since the EL races exist in the higher dimensions from the 12th to
the 28th levels they are rarely seen in the known universe. There
is a protective force field erected around the known universe that
separates it from the EL universe which only the higher
dimensional or multidimensional beings can access who have the
highest spiritual vibrational frequencies.

EL starships are usually cloaked so they cannot be seen by
telescopes or sonic radar out in space.
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Akashen Crew Members

Name: Anaya
Species Race: EL
Dimension: 16th level
Skin Color: Blue/Silver
Hair Color: Blue/Silver
Height: Ten feet tall
Job: Inter species 
communication, wisdom 
teachings, and timeline 
interpretation, soul records.

Akashen Crew Members

Name: Arina
Species Race: EL/Pleiadian
Dimension: 14th level
Skin Color: Purple/Blue/Green
Hair Color: Blue/Purple
Height: Twenty feet tall
Job: Spiritual wisdom
teachings, galaxy historian,
communications specialist,
inter species contact protocols


